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ABSTRACT

Divacancies were produced in phosphorus doped silicon
by irradiation at room temperature with 1.5 MeV elec-.
trons. Divacaqcíes are accomodated in the host silicon
lattice in twelve distinct orientations with different
vacancy-vacancy direction and Jahn-Teller distortion.
The Si-G7 EPR spectrum is associated with the paramag-

netic negative charge state of the defect. Illumination
with linearly polarized light with wavelength around 3..6

um at low temperatures induces reorientations of the di-
vacancies. The population of some orientations is en-

hanced at the expense of the other orientatíons. This is
monitored directly in the EPR spectrum. A model. to ex-

plain the light induced changes is proposed, and predic-
tions based on the model are compared with the experimen-

tal results.

I. THE DIVACAI.ICY IN SILICON

A stereogr4phic model of the divacancy in silicon, as

given in figure l, illustrates that the defect consists of a

pair of vacancies on adjacent lattice sites. Silicon cqys-

tallizes in the diamond Lattice. Divacancies in silicon are

stable and iruobile defects at room temperature. They are
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FIGURE I . Model of the divacancy

in silicon. Dashed circles labeled

e and c' represent vacancy sites.
Defect orientation cb is shown.

The extended bond is more heavily
drawn.

among the predominant

and therefore most ex-

tensively studied ra-
diation defectr t -4. rn

our case the divacan-

cies were produced by

room temperature irra-
diaËion with I .5 MeV

eleetrons to a dose

of 3xl0lSelectrons
2per cm . By the crea-.

tion of a divacancy

the bonds with its
six nearest neighbour

atoms arbrdrát rbt.and

dt in figure I - are

broken. The lattice
around the defect re-
l axe s and ner^r bond s

are formed as indicated

in the f igure. To a

first approximation the

electronic structure is
well described by linear
combinations of the six
sp3-hybridi zed, dangl ing

bond orbitals on the

P

I

1-

nearest neighbours.

The divacancy gives rise to deep levels in the bandgap

of the semiconductor silicon. Depending on the position of
the Fermi level the defect will assume one of the four possi-
ble charge states ,l-, ,i, v!, aoa vl. orrry in the states vl
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and V; the number of electrons on the defect is odd and thez
divacancy behaves as an S = + paramagnetic center. Here we

report a study of the divacancy in the singly negarively
charged state Vl. ftre'EPR spectrum associated with it is
known as Si-G71. It is observed in n-type silicon when after
irradiation the Fermi level has dropped to below E" - 0.4 eV.

Our silicon rras phosphorus doped, its room temperature re-
sistivity of 0.03 Ohm.cm corresponds to a donor concentration
of 7xl0l7 atoms p"t 

"ln3
In the unrelaxed silicon lattice the divacancy has point-

group 3m (DrO) s)mnetry. In the negative charge state V, ftre

upper leve1, which has double orbital degeneracy, is only
partly filled with three electrons. Consequently a Jahn-Teller
distortion will occur to lower. the energy. The resulting
defect s)nnmetry is pointgroup 2/m (C2h).

As a consequence of the 1or.r defect slmmetry the diva-
cancy can be accomodated in the silicon lattice in twelve
different orientations. The vacancy-vacancy axis can be di-
rected along each of the four <lll> bond directions in the

crystal. For each of these cases three different Jahn-Teller
distortions are possible. In the adopted way of labeling di-
vacancy orientations the first letter specifies the direction
of the second vacancy as seen from the vacancy site ct in
figure l. The second letter gives the atoms lying in the plane

of reflection of the defect. The unpaired electron primarily
resides in the extended bond formed from the orbitals centered
on these atoms.

The main character of the EPR spectrum of the divacancy
is described by the g-tensor. For a center of Low syrrmetry

the Zeeman splitting is anisotropic resulting in an angle

dependent effective g-value. Figure 2 shows the pattern of
g-values formed by the twelve divacancy orientations for the
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FIGURE 2. g-Values versus crystelline orientation of ï in
the (0Il ) plane for the Si-G7 spectrum, associated with the

negative divacancy in silicon. Curves are labeled with the

corresponding defect orientations.

usual experimental conditions where I is chosen in ttre (0Tl )
p1ane. For reasons of s)nmetry some resonances coincide in
pairs, e.B. (bd,ed) and (bcrcb). Two pairs of lines
(ab,ae) arrd (db,de) unfortunately almost coincide over the

entire angular region in the (Oït) pfane. At K-band frequen-
cies these components are not resolved experimentally.
Therefore, in practice, instead of the twelve lines which can

be distinguished ín principle, only six lines corresponding
to single, two-fold, or four-fold multiplicities of divacancy

orientations are observed. For our measurements we have selec-
ted for best resolution an angular setting of È of 27o off
ttre [t00] direction towards [ott] This is indicated by rhe

dashed vertical line in fígure 2.
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rr. oPTrcALLy INDUCED DTVACAI{CY Ar,rcNMENT, EXPERIMENTAL

By irradiation of silicon several optical absorption
bands in the infrared are induced. Bands at the wavelengths

1.8 um, 3.3 pm, and 3.9 um nere associated with the diva-
cancy in particular charge states2. It was observed that
illurnination with polarized light in the absorption bands

causes reorientations of the divacancies, resulÈing in a

reduction of the absorption coefficient3. ln our experiment

the light induced divacancy alignnent was observed in and

guantitatively monitored by Èhê EPR spectrum of the defect.
The present study is equivalent to one described earlier
for the positive charge state Vl of the divacancy4.

In our experimental set-up the irradiated silicon
sample, approximate|y 2}x2x2 r 3 in size, was mounted with
its long dimension, thê crystallographic [OÏl] air.ctipn,
along the axis of the TE0l I rnicronave cavity. The sample

was illuninated on the top, the (Oït) face, with infrared
light in a wavelength band of (3.0 t 0.2) un. The light was

linearly polarized, with the rotatable polarization angLe g

of È in the (0Ïl ) plane, using a Brewster angle polarizer
mounted írmrediately above the cavity. The sample is kept at
low enough temperatures to avoid thermal anneal of the light
induced changes.

The redistribution of the divacancies among the twelve
possible orientations in the silicon lattice, as induced by

the infrared illunination, were monitored by recording the

G7 EPR spectra. As explained earlier, for best resolution I
was taken off the [rOO] airection in the (OÏt) pfane. Magne-

tic field scans of l0 mT in 150 seconds nere made. lle used

our K-band superheterodyne spectrometer, microwave fre-
quency 22.7 GHz, which was tuned to observe the dispersion
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part X' of the susceptibility, in phase with the applied

l9 Hz magnetic f ield modulation. The sample temperature

was kept at 8.8 K.

Typical divacancy EPR spectra are shown in figure 3.

The central part 3(a) of the figure represents the spec-

trum before any illumination of the sample at low tempera-

tlf
805 810 805 810

MAGNETIC FI E LD
805(mTl

FIcURE 3. EPR spectra f or v; in Si f or È / / [r OO'J + 27o ín

the (0Tl) plane, micror,Íave frequency = 22.7 GHz, T= 8.8 K.

(a) the spectrum before illumination, (b) after illumina-
rion, À = 3.6 urnr È // [roo.] 58o in the (0Tl) plane,

(c) similar ro (b), but È // [roo] + 40o.

tures, and therefore corresponds to the situation where the

divacancies are equally distributed over all possible orien-

tations. Six resonance lines are observed, of which, from

left to right, the amplitude is proportional to the nrlmber

of divacancies in the orientatíons da, (barea) ,(be,eb),
(ab,ae) + (fu,de), ad, and (bd,cd), respectively.
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Changes in the spectrum reflecting the light induced

divacancy redistributions for two different angles

of the polari zation vector È are illustrated by parts

(b) and (c) of figure 3. The alignment effect depends

on the angle of polarízation and may even reverse

sign. For example, the intensity of the da sPectral

component is reduced by Ë / / [fOOl 58o, while it

has groï^rn in amplitude for È / / tf OO] + 40o. On the

other hand, the number of divacancies in the (be rcb)

orientations is seen to have increased under illumi-

nation with both directions of polari zation.

In a sample with random divacancy distribution

alignment starts to be induced as soon as the light

is switched on. The initial alignment rate is pro-

portional to the light intensity. AfËer a length of

t ime a sa turat ion value o f che al ignment i s obt ained .

Because of low light intensities it took in our case

illumination times of I to 2 hours to reach this steady

state. The maximum alignment effect, i.ê. after sa-

turation is established, is plotted in figure 4 as

function of the angle of Polari za:ion of the È

vector in the (OTfl plane. Several features as dis-

played by this figure will be discussed in the next

section of this papêr r when comparing the experimental

results with the predictions of the theoretical
model.
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FIGURE 4. SaturaËion populations of the various divacan-

cy orientations after illumination with polarized light
witn È in the (0ïl) plane, for a wavelength À = (3.6 10.2) um.
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FIGURE 6. Saturation populations calculated for a tran-
sition with dipole moment in the reflection plane of the di-
vacancyrangle0=-15o.
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III . OPTICALLY INDUCED DIVACAI.ICY ALIGNMENT, THEORETICAL

MODEL

Inspection of the phase relations between the induced

alignment of the various divacancy orientationsr ês shown

in figure 4, suggests that sums of populations within the

Jahn-Tel1er triplets are constant. For reasons explained

earlier only two pairs of triplets, consisting of the

ori entat ions ad, da, (ab ,ec) , and (db ,de) on one hand,

and the remaining orientations on the other hand, can be

distinguished experimentally. The total populations of
these pairs of triplets, when plotted versus the angle of

+
the E vector, show a marked constancy in comparison

with the variations of the individual components. From

this experimental fact r^re conclude that the light affects
only the electronic orientational degree of freedom of the

divacancy, i- . e . the Jahn-Teller dis tor tion direc tion.
The atomic orientation of the defect, which is the direc-
tion of the vacancy-vacancy axis, does not change under

illumination. For this reason in the model only reorien-
tations within the Jahn-Te11er triplets are considered.

The alignment model for divacancies of the triplet
consistirrg of Ëhe orientations ab, ec, and ad is shown

schematically in figure 5. By absorbing a photon the

divacancy is excited into a state with higher energy,

different electronic wavefunction, and distortion. The

excitation probability M2 will depend on the angle

beËween the electric f ield vector Ë of Ëhe polari zed,

light and Ëhe transition dipole moment Èt

M., = cos(ÈrËrj). Components of the transition dipole
1J
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FIGURE 5. Model for the optically induced divacancy

reorientations within the Jahn-Teller triplet consistirrg
of the def ect orienËations ab, ec, and ed.

moment are given by P* = .flxli>, etc. The excitation
probabilities will therefore depend on the direction of
È wittr respect to the defect and will be different for
different divacancy orientations. On the other hand it
is assumed that de-excitation from a specific excited
orientation occurs with equal probability to each of the

three ground state configurations of the triplet. This is
symbolized by the equal de-excitation rate constants C in
figure 5. The model predicts an increase of the popula-

tions of orientations which are hard to excite, compensated

by a loss of divacancies in the easily excited orientations.
To put the model on a more quantitative basis the angle

0 defined by tgO = .flylit/.fl*lit is introduced; lit .tta

I ft represent initial and final electronic states of the

defect, respectively. The angle between È ana [fOO] in the

(0Tl) pfane is specified by O. From s)rumetry arguments it
follows that the transition dipole moment È i" " vector

which eíther lies in the plane of reflection of the divacan-

cy, called the Xï plane, or is perpendicular to this plane
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and points in the Z direction. It appears that the latter

type of transitions do lead nowhere to any agreement with

the experimental resul ts and they are theref ore lef t out

of further consideration. The excitation probabilities for

XY dipole transitions are given by:

M "= -cos0cosO//Z +cos0sinA/2 +sin0sinQ//2,
AD

M = t"I ,r)ac a.D

M .,= cos0sin0- sinOcos0.
ad

Similar expressions hold for the divacancy orientations

belongittg to the other Jahn-Teller triplets. Rate equa-

t ions I ike

dn -/d,t=-M2-n- +(M2.rr, +M2 n +IuÍ2,r, ,')/3ab' ab ab ab ab ac Qe q.d" ad.' '

lead to steady state solutions like

nab = t4"4d/(4b4" + 4"4u+ *t'+b)'
The model as outlined above predicts variations of

the populations ranging from complete extinction to a

maximum three-fold increase. Experimentally a smaller

al ignm'ent ef f ect is observed . This may be due to practical

deficiencies like a non-ideal polari zer, the randomízing

effect of depolarízed scattered light in the sample or

s tray I igh t in the microwave cavi ty . To i*prove the

agreement between the experimental results and the

calculated populations rde have similarly introduced an

adjustable smoothing parameter in the model. With this
feature added and taking 0 = -l50 calculated saturation
values for the populations of the divacancy orientations

are shown in figure 6.

Comparing the experimental resul t in f igure 4 with

Ëhe theoretical result in figure 6 the general similarity
of oscillating curves with a shape that clearly deviates

from simple sinusoidal behaviour is apparent. The popula-

tion of orientation ad. has its maximum for O = -15o, both
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experimentally and theoretically. For orientation da dne

maxirmrm occurs at 0 = +l5o in both cases. All curves oscil-
Latê around their equilibrium pre-illwrination value, with
the exception of the divacancy orientations (be,eb) for
which an increase of the population is found, both experi-
mentally and theoretically, over the entire angular

region ot È. Ttre period of the oscillations is 1800. Again,

the curve fot (bc,eb) constitutes the exception by having

the double angular frequency. From this agreement betweed

the experimental results and the calculated ones in these

several aspects we conclude that the model is realistic.
The optical transition responsible for the divacancy re-
orientations has XY dipole character, with an angle 0 of

-l50 between the transition dipole moment I and the

closest <l l0> crystallographic direction.
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